We are the sovereign

Jun Togo
In a democracy, important subjects are decided by majority rule. There are various voting systems but in most cases decisions are made by majority vote.
Imagine there is an important issue and there are 50 options to deal with it.

Countermeasures to the problem that a dictator of Country A oppresses his own people and kills

- Seek the solution in the framework of the United Nations
- Employ a sniper and shoot the dictator dead
- Gather countries who can commit the war and make a multinational force
- Offer weapons to the leader of the democratisation of Country A gratis
- Support leaders of the democratisation of Country A financially
- Make an encircling net by the world opinion, using Nobel Peace prize
- Instead of not fighting, each family accept ten refugees at least
- Take an embargo about all export items
- Embargo the oil
- Prohibit the import from the country which does not agree to an economic blockade
- Freeze a domestic deposit of Country A
- Make up the scandal of the dictator and reduce his supporters
- Offer a peace plan that can be accepted in making the country A start the war
- Send human shields
- Force him to stop killing, if a war is needed, do it.
- Talk with the dictator directly and persuade him.
- Stabilise the order of Country A with financial support.
- Pressure it from Country B which is its friendly nation
- Provide food aid and persuade
- Provide the missile technology that he wants and persuade
- Freeze the personal deposits of the dictator
- Send a spy and let him investigate the reason of the murders
- Ask the opinion of the religious group with which the dictator believes in
- Pray God.
- Don’t move at all
- Curse the dictator
- Leave the matter to the International Court of Justice
- Nobel Peace prize to the rival of the dictator of Country A
- Make up a nuclear weapon development scandal of Country A
- Nuclear verification of Country A to find out military secrets
- Military exercise with the neighbouring country
- Deploy nuclear missiles to the neighbouring friendly nation
- Invite the dictator to the own country and let him make a speech
- Invite the dictator to the own country and poison his food
- Kill the dictator under the presence of a plane accident
- Let the Special Forces make a fierce attack and catch the dictator alive
- A speech for criticism, but do not fight
- State 10,000 of the refugees acceptance to the unused land in our country
- Financially support the country which accepts refugees
- The unlimited acceptance of refugees
- Accept students from Country A positively and educate them
- Broadcast for Country A and call for the exile of the dictator
- Hand out from the sky for Country A and publicise how bad he is
- Use a biological weapon secretly to the food production of Country A so weaken it
- Support for democratisation by using the Internet
- Try economic control under the pretext of performing finance support to Country A
- Instigate the younger brother of the dictator and let him assassinate it and make him a successor
- Combine economic sanctions with the eradicating of the dictator
- Invite the dictator to the own country and give a vivid description of the difference of the armaments
- Throw a missile into the palace of the dictator
Which one to choose from is to be decided by majority rule.

Oh, each option has got only about 1/50 of vote. Not one option has got majority. This means we cannot come to the conclusion.
It seems that we have no choice but to decrease the number of options significantly.

The number of options was decreased from 50 to 10.
Many people look unhappy now. But never mind! Let's try again!

...There are still 10 options to choose from. Let's choose one by majority rule.

Oh, each option has got only about 1/10 of vote. No option has got majority. This means we cannot come to the conclusion.
It seems that we have no choice but to decrease the number of options.

The number of options was decreased from 10 to 3.
Most people look unhappy now. But never mind! Let’s try again! …There are still 3 options to choose from. Let’s choose one by majority rule.

Oh, each option has got only about 1/3 of vote. No options has got majority. It means we cannot come to the conclusion.
It seems that we have no choice but to decrease the number of options.

The number of options was decreased from 3 to 2.
Even more people look unhappy now. But never mind! Let’s try again! ...There are 2 options to choose from. Let’s choose one by majority rule.

One option has got just over half of the vote. Now the decision was made.
Oh, I see! Even 3 options were too many to get the majority.

48 out of 50 options must be excluded before the vote.

Well, from many options, I'll leave my favourite one and the one that will never be chosen.

I wonder if it is possible to leave the options only, which are not wanted by people.
Then if people chose one by majority rule from only 2 options, which had been left and not wanted by anybody, it may still seem that people made the decision.
Now you see, don’t you?

Majority rule does not ensure that people make a decision based on their own will. On the contrary, subject to how it applies to the situation, one could even use it as a tool which:

- decreases the number of options.
- disguises that a decision was made by people’s will when ignoring people’s will by decreasing the number of options.

If you think, “It’s a democracy based on people’s will, as a decision was made by majority rule”, it might be an illusion.
We are the sovereign. Cheers for democracy!
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